Abstract. We present a model checking algorithm for CTL (and full CTL) which uses an iterative abstraction refinement strategy. In each iteration we call a standard model checker for the abstract models £ that have a finite simulation or bisimulation quotient. In contrast to other abstraction refinement algorithms, we always work with abstract models whose size just depend on the length of the formula Φ (but not on the size of the system which might be infinite).
Introduction
The state explosion problem is still the major problem for applying model checking to systems of industrial size. Several techniques have been suggested to overcome this limitation of model checking; including symbolic methods with BDDs [ BCM¤ 92, McM93] or SAT-solvers [BCC¤ 99] , partial order reduction [Pel93, God96, Val94] , compositional reasoning [Lon93, GL94] and abstraction [CC77, Kur94, CGL94] [ LGS¤ 95, Lon93, Dam96, DGG97] . See [CGP00] for an overview. In this paper, we concentrate on abstraction in a temporal logical setting. Let ¥ be the concrete model (a transition system) that we want to verify against a temporal logical formula Φ. The rough idea of the (exact) abstraction approach is to replace s$ . Partial correctness of our algorithm is guaranteed for (concrete) transition systems of arbitrary size. Our algorithm terminates at least if the concrete system has a finite simulation or bisimulation quotient. The only theoretical requirement that we need for an entirely automatic implementation is the effectiveness of the predecessor predicate in the concrete system and its dual. Related work: Our methodology borrows ideas from many other abstraction refinement algorithms. We work with under-and overapproximations for the concrete satisfaction relation § " ! that we derive from the abstraction function α i . Although such "sandwich" techniques are used by several other authors, e.g. [ASS¤ 94,LA99,LPJ¤ 96], we are not aware any other method that is designed for general (possibly infinite) transition systems and works with abstract models of a fixed size. In [ASS¤ 94], Aziz et al present a notion of formula-dependent bisimulation equivalence for CTL and interacting finite state machines. Their algorithm calculates the quotient space and uses "pass" and "fail" sets which are also some kind of under-and overapproximations for the satisfaction relation in the concrete model. Lind-Nielson & Andersen [LA99] treats CTL for "state/event systems"; these are finite state systems built from the synchronous parallel composition of Mealy machines. In contrast to our approach, the upper and lower bounds for the concrete satisfaction relation are calculated with respect to collections of the machines in the state/event system. Our methodology is also close to the framework of Dams et al [DGG93] where an abstraction refinement algorithm for CTL and finite concrete transition systems is represented. [DGG93] only needs underapproximations for the concrete satisfaction relation. The major difference to our algorithm is the treatment of formulas with a least or greatest fixed point semantics (such as ) ( 
with a % AP. Here,`and b are the standard temporal modalities "Next step" and "Until" whileb denotes "weak until" (also often called "unless"). 2 Operators for modelling "eventually" or "always" are derived as usual, e.g. 
We use the results of [DGG97] and associate with α two transition relations 3 α (which we shall use to get underapproximations for the satisfaction sets Sat ! # h g $ ) and i α (which yields overapproximations). They are given by while the converse and the corresponding statement 2 Any ordinary CTL formula (where also negation is allowed in the state formulas) can be transformed into positive normal form. Note that the dual to the until operator (often called the "release operator") can be obtained by q s r t q 3 Abstract Φ-models
Throughout this paper, we assume a fixed concrete transition system
A P2 L$ without terminal states and a CTL formula Φ. We may assume that any atomic proposition a % AP occurs in Φ.
When we refer to a subformula then we mean a formula which is not a constant true or false. sub 
(ii) asserts the consistency of σ with respect to propositional logic and local consistency with respect to "until" and "weak until". We just mention the axioms for "until". 3 1. If Ψ 2 % σ and
The abstract models y Φ and
ΨA . It is well-known [Eme90] that for the abstract model that we get with the abstraction function α Φ we just can establish the weak preservation property but do not have strong preservation. However, when we add a new atomic proposition a Ψ for any subformula Ψ of Φ then we get an abstract model for which a slight variant of the strong preservation property holds. Let
When dealing with underapproximations, we use the labeling function L while L will serve for the overapproximations. We define
For "weak until" we have essentially the same axioms as for "until". The propositional logical axioms are obvious; e.g. we require that "Ψ 
Intuitively, the labelings L and L with the auxiliary atomic propositions a Ψ shall encode the information about the satisfaction set Sat ! # 
In the example above, we get §
Abstract Φ-models:
Φ contain all information that we need to model check the original system ¥ against the formula Φ. In our abstraction refinement algorithm we make use of abstract models which can be viewed as approximations of α σ n be a finite path. Then, π § " Ψ 2 . 4 The reason why we need this modification is that we "reverse" the result established by [DGG97] stating that α 
Proof. Parts 
An abstraction refinement model checking algorithm
Our algorithm (sketched in Algorithm 2) uses the abstraction refinement schema of Algorithm 1. We start with an abstract Φ-model ¦ 0 and will successively refine the model The initial abstract Φ-model is the abstract Φ-model Second, we call a standard model checker for and §
Ψ to obtain the set NewSat
ΨA of all abstract states σ where § Ψ is not satisfied while § Ψ did hold for σ in the previous iteration. Lemma 2, part (b), yields that none of the concrete states s 
The refinement operator takes as input the abstract Φ-model A Û has the side effect that B is added to both Sat underapproximations while for the overapproximations we use the transition relation
